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My artwork, while rooted in the tradition of painting, contains sculptural qualities. Canvas is stretched over fab-

ricated or found structures, often producing a totemic gesture: architectural in scale and reaching toward an 

implacable, sci-fi future. The canvases—gessoed and obsessively coated with egg tempera paint—have matte, 

velvety textures that deeply absorb light, drawing out subtleties in colors. The result is a rich palette that recalls 

the natural light of the California desert, slate and pale earth, or the weathered surface and tone of ancient art.  

The works flirt with minimalism, nature, silence, and place. They combine meditative color fields and spiritual 

energy forms, yet the bulging structures of the works themselves indicate a disturbance beneath the surface.  I 

am intrigued in reassigning value; be it visually or materially inspired. Cultural detritus or found objects from the 

past reemerge, often reconfigured in a larger size that push against the surface to produce works that are la-

boriously cared for, both feminine and masculine in force. Stretching a new skin over these forms creates a sim-

plification or veil that references architecture, design, and art.  This formal deduction is a material intervention, a 

defiant refusal of global consumer culture and a simplification of form, creating a covering, and giving a sense 

of the familiar and peaceful. In this way they are metaphors for structures, systems, places or objects that are 

obstructed from our understanding and view in everyday life, yet we are confronted by them non the less.

“Sometimes it’s unclear whether you’re seeing Jennifer Boysen’s paintings or simply sensing them” 

- Sharon Mitzota. “Review  Jennifer Boysen’s Paintings Stretch the Form” LA Times. 2017  

“All these details collect into an air of mystery - each work a different ghost in a sheet - and the  

effect is only increased by how delicately and intensely Boysen covers the canvases in soft, egg-

tempera-based paint” - Ed Schad. “Jennifer Boysen, Cherry and Martin, Los Angeles.” Art Review. Sept. 2015
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cated or found structures, often producing a totemic gesture: architectural in scale and reaching toward an impla-

cable, sci-fi future. The canvases—gessoed and obsessively coated with egg tempera paint—have matte, velvety 

textures that deeply absorb light, drawing out subtleties in colors. The result is a rich palette that recalls the natu-

ral light of the California desert, slate and pale earth, or the weathered surface and tone of ancient art.  The works 

flirt with minimalism, nature, silence, and place. They combine meditative color fields and spiritual energy forms, 

yet the bulging structures of the works themselves indicate a disturbance beneath the surface.  I am intrigued in 

reassigning value; be it visually or materially inspired. Cultural detritus or found objects from the past reemerge, 

often reconfigured in a larger size that push against the surface to produce works that are laboriously cared 

for, both feminine and masculine in force. Stretching a new skin over these forms creates a simplification or veil 

that references architecture, design, and art.  This formal deduction is a material intervention, a defiant refusal of 

global consumer culture and a simplification of form, creating a covering, and giving a sense of the familiar and 

peaceful. In this way they are metaphors for structures, systems, places or objects that are obstructed from our un-
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“Sometimes it’s unclear whether you’re seeing  

Jennifer Boysen’s paintings or simply sensing them” 

- Sharon Mitzota. “Review Jennifer Boysen’s Paintings Stretch the 

Form” LA Times. 2017 

“All these details collect into an air of mystery - each 

work a different ghost in a sheet - and the effect is 

only increased by how delicately and intensely  

Boysen covers the canvases in soft, egg-tempera-

based paint” - Ed Schad. “Jennifer Boysen, Cherry and  

Martin, Los Angeles.” Art Review. September 2015.
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